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Abstract—This paper describes recent work on high-occupancy
effects in semiconductor microcavities, with emphasis on the variety of new physics and the potential for applications that has
been demonstrated recently. It is shown that the ability to manipulate both exciton and photon properties, and how they interact together to form strongly coupled exciton–photon coupled modes, exciton polaritons, leads to a number of very interesting phenomena,
which are either difficult or impossible to achieve in bulk semiconductors or quantum wells. The very low polariton density of states
enables state occupancies greater than one to be easily achieved,
and hence stimulation phenomena to be realized under conditions
of resonant excitation. The particular form of the lower polariton
dispersion curve in microcavities allows energy and momentum
conserving polariton–polariton scattering under resonant excitation. Stimulated scattering of the bosonic quasi-particles occurs to
the emitting state at the center of the Brillouin zone, and to a companion state at high wave vector. The stimulation phenomena lead
to the formation of highly occupied states with macroscopic coherence in two specific regions of space. The results are contrasted
with phenomena that occur under conditions of nonresonant excitation. Prospects to achieve “polariton lasing” under nonresonant
excitation, and high-gain, room-temperature ultrafast amplifiers
and low-threshold optical parametric oscillator under resonant excitation conditions are discussed.
Index Terms—Lasing, microcavities, photonic structures, stimulated emission.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

EMICONDUCTOR microcavities are micrometer-scale
photonic structures in which quantum wells are embedded
within a high finesse Fabry–Pérot cavity, the whole structure
being prepared by high precision, modern crystal growth
techniques. Extensive reviews of the field are given in [1]–[4].
In such structures, vertical confinement of both excitons in
the quantum wells and of light within the Fabry–Pérot cavity
results in strong and controllable light-matter interactions
unachievable in quantum wells or bulk semiconductors. This
control has opened up a new field of exciton–polariton physics,
where key features of the interacting exciton–photon system
can be tailored by sample design. Most importantly for the
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(EPSRC) and in part by the European Community (EC) Project Clermont
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physics described here, the dispersion curves of the coupled
two-dimensional (2-D) exciton–photon modes, exciton–polaritons (termed cavity polaritons), differ from those of their bulk
analogs since the confinement of light results in a finite energy
. This property, combined with the controllable disat
persion, the extremely low density of polariton states [1]–[4],
and the bosonic character of the polariton quasi-particles have
recently allowed a variety of new phenomena to be observed,
including final state stimulation and a new condensed phase
with macroscopic coherence, which have the potential to lead
to new devices including very low threshold optical parametric
oscillators, high-gain amplifiers, and a coherent light source
based on stimulated polariton scattering.
A schematic diagram of a typical structure is shown in
GaAs cavity (
Fig. 1(a). The structure consists of a
is the wavelength of light in the medium) surrounded by 20
(below) and 17 (above) layers of Al Ga As–AlAs high
reflectivity Bragg mirrors. The quantization of light in the
vertical direction with free propagation within the plane leads
to the approximately quadratic photon dispersion shown in
Fig. 1(b). Two sets of three In Ga As quantum wells are
embedded within the GaAs cavity and provide 2-D excitonic
states, which are also confined in the vertical direction. Provided the broadenings of both the exciton and photon states
are small compared to their characteristic interaction energy
[see Fig. 1(b), the vacuum Rabi splitting
is 6 meV
for the sample investigated], the strong coupling limit [5]
is achieved where new quasi-particles arise, termed cavity
(exciton)–polaritons. As a result of the coupling, pronounced
anticrossing of the exciton and cavity mode dispersions is
observed, leading to the formation of new polariton branches
with dispersion relations possessed by neither photons nor
excitons alone [Fig. 1(b)]. Most notably, the lower polariton
branch exhibits a dispersion which is photon-like at small wave
vector and exciton-like at large wave vector, with a point of
inflection in the dispersion between these two extremes, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). It is this dispersion which leads to much of
the new physics reported in the present paper. It gives rise to
new energy and wave vector conserving scattering processes,
it has a minimum at finite energy as opposed to the dispersion
of polaritons in three dimensions, and its shape is controllable
by changing the detuning , the energy separation between the
uncoupled exciton and photon modes.

1077-260X/02$17.00 © 2002 IEEE
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the sample and excitation/detection geometry. (b) Polariton (thick lines) and uncoupled cavity mode (C ) and exciton (X )
dispersions. The mechanisms responsible for relaxation following nonresonant excitation are indicated. The polariton population is represented schematically
by the open symbols, with the maximum occurring at the edge of the polariton strongly coupled region. (c) Schematic diagram for resonant excitation into the
polariton region.

Although the constituent electron–hole components of excitons have fermionic character, excitons have integer spin
and are expected to exhibit bosonic properties. Since photons
are bosons, exciton–photon coupled modes (polaritons) will
also exhibit bosonic properties. For bosonic particles, large
populations of individual states are allowed by their fundamental symmetry properties (as opposed to fermions which
must obey the Pauli exclusion principle). Such macroscopic
occupations for bosons and accompanying stimulation of transitions underly the phenomenon of Bose–Einstein condensation,
and of photon stimulation in a laser. Since the rate for any
),
quantum mechanical transition is proportional to (
where 1 describes spontaneous processes, and
describes
stimulation of the transition by occupation of the final state,
bosonic particles exhibit the property of stimulation of transitions by final state occupation. Such stimulation underlies the
operation of lasers, where photon emission is stimulated by
macroscopic occupation of the photon modes of the cavity.
In this paper, we demonstrate stimulation of the scattering of
polaritons, which in turn gives rise to the new phenomena
we describe. Stimulation could, in principle, occur also for
excitons. However, the polariton mass is 10 lighter than
that for excitons [1]–[4], and, hence, the polariton density of
states is very small compared to that for excitons. As a result, it
is very much easier to achieve macroscopic state occupancies
for polaritons than for excitons, at total densities well below
the screening limit where excitons ionize into electron–hole
pairs and hence no longer exhibit bosonic properties. As will
be discussed in the present paper, specific resonant excitation
conditions [6]–[11] facilitate very greatly the efficient popu-

lation of low energy states necessary to achieve large
.
In recent papers, Butov et al. have reported evidence for stimulated scattering for long-lived excitons in type II quantum
wells from time-resolved studies [12], and for condensation
in local potential minima in spatially resolved studies [13],
states
the long lifetimes enabling exciton cooling to low
sufficient to reach high state occupancies.
Most importantly, the unusual shape of the lower polariton
dispersion [Fig. 1(b) and (c)] permits new energy and momentum conserving polariton–polariton scattering processes,
not possible for either excitons or photons alone [6]–[10].
Such processes can be initiated when resonant excitation is
employed close to the point of inflection of the lower polariton
(LP) branch, as shown in Fig. 1(c). In this regime, the structure
acts like an optical parametric oscillator [8] with efficient
conversion of the laser photons into macroscopic populations
of two new polariton modes [see Fig. 1(c)]. Such an excitation
geometry enables the observation of bosonic stimulation
effects and the creation of polariton condensates. In two beam
pump–probe geometry, very large ultrafast gains of 100 [6],
and subsequently 5000 [14] have been reported for a weak
. The weak probe populates the
probe beam at
final state and stimulates transitions from the intense pump at
, leading to very high gains
the point of inflection to
in the probe beam. Such phenomena form the basis of very
high-gain, ultrafast amplifiers with material gains as high as
10 cm [14].
The paper is organized as follows. The experimental techniques employed for study of polariton effects in microcavities is described in Section II, followed by results for nonres-
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onant excitation in Section III. The observation of stimulated
scattering for resonant excitation is presented in Section IV, and
then the nonresonant and resonant excitation results are compared in Section V, together with a discussion of the potential
applicability of such nonresonantly and resonantly excited microcavities as polariton lasers and as high-gain amplifiers and
low-threshold oscillators, respectively. Finally, in Section VI,
the main points are summarized.
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES FOR MICROCAVITY STUDIES
Very importantly, the photons and hence the polaritons in a
microcavity have a finite lifetime, and therefore their population can be probed directly in well-controlled PL measurements
[1]–[4]. Since the in-plane wave vector is directly related to
, the distribution of the
the external angle by
polariton population can be studied directly in measurements of
the PL signal at different angles to the sample normal, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). Furthermore, the polaritons can be injected at specific points of the dispersion by varying the angle of incidence
of the tunable laser, and the polariton occupation simultaneously
probed by varying the detection angle. The one-to-one correspondence between and for the polariton dispersion is a key
point in microcavity physics, as opposed to that of polaritons in
bulk semiconductors [1]–[4]. Essentially, since the vertical wave
vector is quantized in microcavities for both excitons and photons, and as the photons and hence the polaritons have a finite
lifetime in the cavity due to leakage through the Bragg mirrors,
polaritons can be excited and probed directly in well-controlled
experiments. In bulk semiconductors, by contrast, the polaritons
are stationary states of the system and can only be converted
into external photons by scattering at the sample surface, thus
leading to strong distortion of polariton spectra relative to the
internal polariton distribution [15].
Most of the experiments described here were carried out
under continuous-wave (CW) excitation conditions in cryostats
with wide angular access in both excitation and detection
channels, with angular resolutions in both cases of 1 . A
tunable CW Ti–sapphire laser was used for excitation. The PL
was collected by a fiber mounted on a rotating rail and then
detected with a high resolution monochromator and nitrogen
cooled CCD. Ultrafast experiments in pump–probe geometry,
in which a strong pump beam at the point of inflection and
are employed, are also referred to
a weak probe at
relatively briefly [6], [9].
III. NONRESONANT EXCITATION
Photoluminescence spectra excited using CW nonresonant
excitation at an energy (1.56 eV) above the stopband of the
Bragg mirrors are shown in Fig. 2, for angles of detection
from 0 to 25 for two excitation densities of 5 and 80 W/cm
(thin and thick lines respectively). The detuning employed
is 4 meV. PL signals from both lower and upper polariton
branches are observed (the measured dispersions are shown in
the inset). Most notably, the signal from the lower polariton
branch at 5 W/cm is observed to peak at an angle of 20
before decreasing to higher angle. This is a signature of the
relaxation bottleneck for polaritons, first discussed for bulk

Fig. 2. Angle resolved PL spectra at 34 K for nonresonant excitation at
5 W/cm (thin lines) and 80 W/cm (thick lines). The inset shows the measured
polariton dispersion for the detuning of 4.3 meV.

0

materials (see e.g., [16]), and then for microcavity polaritons
by Tassone and co-workers [17], [18], before its definitive
observation for III–V [19] and II–VI [20] microcavities
respectively. Under the nonresonant excitation conditions
employed, the photocreated excitons first relax rapidly by LO
phonon relaxation ( 1 ps), followed by slower acoustic phonon
emission to populate the high density of high- exciton states
(the exciton reservoir), as indicated schematically in Fig. 1(b).
The excitons then relax from the reservoir into the region of
strongly coupled polariton states [Fig. 1(b)]. The bottleneck
arises as a result of the competition between phonon-assisted
polariton relaxation (1-ns timescale) from the exciton reservoir
created by the nonresonant excitation, and the increasing
escape rate from the cavity as the polariton states become
increasingly photon-like with decreasing . Furthermore, and
again importantly, for the higher power of 80 W/cm , the PL
intensity by contrast peaks at 0 and then decreases smoothly
to higher angle, showing that the bottleneck is suppressed at
higher powers. This result was also confirmed by Senellart et
al. in [21]. The nonlinear increase of the PL intensity at 0 with
power from 5 to 80 W/cm is shown in Fig. 3(a).
These results are summarized in Fig. 3(b), where the PL intensities are plotted as a function of angle (and in-plane ).
At low power, the PL intensity peaks at 16 and decreases to
lower and higher angle. With increasing power, the bottleneck
is steadily suppressed as a result of the increasing probability of
polariton–exciton and polariton–polariton scattering, until for
powers greater than 40 W/cm maximum intensity is observed
states. The results in Fig. 3(b) can be converted into
from
versus , since
,
relative polariton population
where
is the time for radiative loss from the cavity given by
the photon lifetime in the cavity ( 1 ps) divided by the photon
fraction of the states involved [Fig. 3(c)]. The resulting polariton
populations versus are shown in Fig. 4, at temperatures of
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Fig. 3. (a) PL spectra normalized to the laser intensity for P varying from 5
to 80 W/cm . (b) Integrated LP emission intensity divided by the laser power
versus angle for detuning
: meV. (c) Photon and exciton fractions of
: meV.
the polariton states for

Fig. 4. Polariton population distribution for different excitation densities
(a) T
K, (b) T
: K. (c) Ratio of polariton populations
=N
k
versus  for low excitation and T
: K.
 N

1.8 K and 34 K, where the bottleneck at low power and its suppression at high power are clearly seen.
In Fig. 5, angular-dependent PL spectra at low and high power
for a range of negative detunings of 3, 8.7, and 13.5 meV
are shown, and in Fig. 6, extracted polariton distributions as a
function of angle over a wide range of power are presented [22].
It is seen in Fig. 5(a)–(c) that even more pronounced bottlenecks
PL
are observed for increasing negative detuning, with
intensities more than one order of magnitude smaller than those
at high being found at the largest negative detuning. This is
a consequence of the very high photon fractions of the lowstates at large detuning and, hence, much reduced relaxation
probabilities to low before escape occurs from the cavity [the
magnitude of the bottleneck defined as the ratio of the
population to that at high is shown as a function of increasing
negative detuning in Fig. 4(c)]. Since the microcavities have circular symmetry within the plane of the structures, the observation of PL intensities peaking at finite angle and along one line
in space, as in Fig. 5(a)–(c), corresponds to a ring in the 2-D
plane, as observed in recent experiments of Savvidis et al. [23].
The variation of population with increasing power for all three
detunings is shown in Fig. 6(a)–(c), with in each case the peak of
the distribution shifting to smaller with increasing power. At
3 meV detuning, the bottleneck is suppressed at relatively low
powers of 40 W/cm , and at 8.7 meV it is nearly suppressed
at 400 W/cm , whereas at 13.5 meV the peak of the distribution remains at 20 –25 , even at the highest powers studied.
It is also notable that the bottleneck is not observed for zero and
positive detunings, in contrast to theory predictions [17], [18].
This is probably due to the omission of disorder scattering in the
theory treatments, where polariton scattering only by phonons
and by excitons or polaritons is included.
Further information on the mechanism responsible for the
suppression of the bottleneck with increasing power is obtained

from study of the lower polariton branch linewidths as a function
of at low and high power, as shown in Fig. 7(a)–(c). At low
power, the linewidths are approximately independent of angle
from 0 to 35 , whereas at 400, 400, and 3200 W/cm , respectively, at the three detunings of Fig. 6, an increase in linewidth
by up to a factor of five is observed over this range of angles due
to the increased interparticle interaction with increasing density.
This is consistent with the accompanying suppression of the bottleneck at similar powers due to polariton–polariton scattering
which increasingly populates the low- states. Further evidence
for the role of polariton–exciton scattering in suppressing the
bottleneck is also obtained from the greater suppression at a
given power with increasing temperature [19], [23], and from
the maximum nonlinear behavior in the PL intensity found at
an energy of 7 meV below the uncoupled exciton energy, over a
wide variety of detunings and temperatures [19].
It is clear from the results of Figs. 3, 4, and 6 that the
shows marked super-linear increase with
emission at
increasing laser power [seen clearly in Figs. 3(a) and (b) and
6(a)–(c)]. Further increase of power beyond 400, 800, and
1200 W/cm for the three detunings of Figs. 5 and 6 leads to
marked line narrowing and the onset of stimulated emission,
as seen in Fig. 5(d)–(f). We showed in [22] that the stimulated
emission corresponds to conventional (photon) lasing at the
energy of the uncoupled cavity mode, with strong coupling
being lost at powers approximately a factor of two below the
onset of stimulation. We further demonstrated that the loss of
strong coupling occurs when the linewidth at high becomes
of the order of the Rabi splitting between the modes. Estimates
of the exciton density at which strong coupling is lost of 7
10 cm are obtained from the experimental laser intensities
(see [22]). These values are in good agreement with earlier
work by Houdré et al. in [24] and theoretical estimates in
[25]. Hence, it can be deduced that even though the increasing
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1=0 0
0
1=0 0

Fig. 5. Angular dependent emission spectra at low powers of 4 W/cm for
3, 8.7 and 13.5 meV in (a)–(c) and above threshold in (d)–(f). Ring
emission arising from the relaxation bottleneck is observed at low power, with the maximum in intensity shifting to higher angle with increasing negative detuning.
Above threshold the PL shows a sharp stimulated peak at 
in each case. At
3 and 8.7 meV, the PL decreases in intensity with angle, showing that
the bottleneck is suppressed, whereas at 13.5 meV, the PL maximum still occurs at finite angle even in the presence of the stimulation.

0

=0

1=0 0

0

Fig. 6. (a)–(c) Polariton populations, obtained from results of Fig. 4 for
3, 8.7 and 13.5 meV as a function of angle (and in-plane wave vector). The
bottleneck is suppressed well below threshold in (a), only very close to threshold in (b), whereas in (c) at
13.5 meV, the low k states are still depleted
relative to those at high k even above the stimulation threshold.

exciton–polariton density under conditions of nonresonant
states, at the
excitation leads to increasing population of
same time strong population of the exciton reservoir occurs.
This leads in turn to increasing exciton broadening, screening,
and loss of strong coupling, before polariton occupations
greater than one at low are achieved, as required to initiate
stimulated scattering from the exciton reservoir to
.
The results of [19] and [22], supported by those of [21],
show that previous claims [26]–[28] of stimulated polariton
scattering (boser behavior [29]), at least in III–V cavities,
under conditions of nonresonant excitation were premature.
Very good agreement was obtained between the experimental polariton distributions of Fig. 6(a)–(c) and distributions
obtained by numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation

1=0

for the photoexcited exciton–polariton system, including exciton-phonon and exciton–exciton scattering terms [22], [30].
The importance of exciton–exciton scattering in overcoming the
bottleneck and populating the low- regions was very clearly
demonstrated from the good agreement between experiment
and theory. It was furthermore found in the calculations that
large exciton populations accumulated in the high- uncoupled
reservoir region, of density sufficient to account for the loss
of strong coupling at the highest powers, as observed experimentally. As a result of the good near quantitative agreement
with theory, we thus conclude that a good understanding of
the polariton distributions and their evolution with excitation
density, under conditions of nonresonant excitation, has now
been reached.
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Fig. 7. (a)–(c) Lower polariton branch linewidths (full-width at half-maximum) for
close to or above threshold.
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1 = 03, 08.7, and 013.5 meV at low power (4 W/cm ) and at high power

=

Fig. 8. Photoluminescence spectra at 
0 for excitation resonant with
the lower polariton branch at 15.5 , as a function of excitation intensity from
0.5 W/cm to 5 10 W/cm . The laser is retuned to higher energy to maintain
resonance above the threshold of 150 W/cm (fifth curve from top).

2



IV. RESONANT EXCITATION
Very different, striking behavior is observed when CW resonant excitation into the lower polariton branch is employed.
In this case, polaritons are injected into the polariton region
without direct population of the exciton reservoir. Clear evidence for final state stimulation is obtained with the system remaining in the strong coupling regime. Strong line narrowing
is found to accompany very strong, superlinear (near exponenintensity, characteristic of a process with
tial) increases in
gain, stimulated by transitions to a final state with macroscopic
occupancy.
The experiments are performed in the geometry shown
schematically in Fig. 1(c) and discussed in the introduction. PL
as a function of laser power for the
spectra detected at
laser tuned to be in resonance with the point of inflection of
the lower polariton branch are shown in Fig. 8(a). The resonant
excitation conditions are shown schematically on the –
diagram of Figs. 1(c) and 9(b), where it is seen that excitation
at 16 permits pair (parametric) scattering to higher and
lower energy in a process conserving energy and momentum.

=0

2

Fig. 9. (a) k
and 3.9 10 cm PL signal intensities versus excitation
intensity. Clear threshold behavior is observed at a power density of 300 W/cm .
(b) Measured lower branch dispersions below (10 W/cm —open circles) and
above threshold (300 W/cm —filled squares), together with fitted upper and
lower branch dispersions. (c) Calculated photon fraction for lower branch as a
function of k .

This process is described theoretically in [31] and [32]. Strong
nonlinear behavior of similar origin, for resonant excitation
at an angle of 10 , is reported in [11]. Above a threshold of
200 W/cm the spectra show a very marked, near-exponential
increase of intensity [see Fig. 8(a)], accompanied by line
narrowing to a width of 0.2 meV, limited by the spectrometer
resolution (subsequent experiments have shown a linewidth
of 0.075 meV in [10] and as small as 0.002 meV in [8]).
Accompanying the highly nonlinear increase of intensity
[Fig. 9(a)] and the line narrowing, the PL spectra shift by
0.5 meV to higher energy and then remain fixed in energy to
higher power, so long as the laser energy is also held constant.
This behavior is in marked contrast to that observed for nonresonant excitation in Fig. 5(d)–(f), where for each detuning the
stimulated peak occurred at the energy of the uncoupled cavity
mode, showing that for nonresonant excitation the lasing occurs
in the weak coupling limit, as discussed in the previous section.
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Fig. 10. PL spectra normalized to the laser power for excitation intensities
labeled on the figure, (a) below and (b) close to threshold, (c)–(e) above
threshold as a function of detection angle from 0 to 35 . A very strong change
is observed between (a) at low power where the spectra are strongest for angles
close to the excitation energy, and (d), (e) where the spectra are dominated by
two peaks at zero and at 32 . The very strong features at 1.456 eV arise from
the exciting laser at 15.5 .



The small shift in peak energy from below to above threshold
for resonant excitation shows that the highly nonlinear behavior
occurs in the strong coupling limit, and strongly suggests the involvement of polariton quasi-particles in the nonlinear process.
The blue shift arises from the repulsive polariton–polariton interaction, with the size of the shift determined by the polariton
density required to reach threshold [33], [32]. To investigate the
behavior further, angular dependent measurements were performed to probe the polariton population distribution as a function of for laser powers below, close to, and above threshold,
as employed in the nonresonant case in Section III to reveal the
existence of the relaxation bottleneck.
The results are shown in Fig. 10. At low power in Fig. 10(a),
the PL spectra are seen to peak in intensity around the laser
angle and then to decrease in intensity to higher and lower
angle [the measured integrated intensities versus are shown
in Fig. 11(a)]. This is an example of the relaxation bottleneck
but now observed for resonantly injected polaritons. At low
powers, the polaritons undergo only weak polariton–polariton
scattering, leading to small but detectable broadening of the
injected population, before escape from the cavity occurs. With
increasing power, the polariton distribution broadens further
space as the probability for parametric pair scattering
in
increases, until close to threshold in Fig. 10(c), the PL intensity
, with a small peak
is nearly uniform in space for

Fig. 11. (a) Integrated intensities of PL peaks as a function of in-plane k
(angle), (b) as (a) but corrected for the photon fraction of the lower branch as a
function of k [from Fig. 9(c)].

developing at
. Further increase in laser power, now
moving above the threshold of Figs. 10 and 11, leads to a very
intensity, accompanied by an
strong increase of the
additional strong peak at high . This is the high component of the pair scattering process indicated schematically in
Fig. 9(b), required to conserve energy and momentum in the
,
,
process
and
where the subscripts signal and idler refer to the
high beams, respectively. Furthermore, measurements of the
polariton dispersion above threshold show that the polariton
dispersion curve is only slightly modified from the case at low
power [Fig. 9(b)] and that the system remains clearly in the
strong coupling limit. The angular dependent measurements
thus show that the strong nonlinear behavior observed for
resonant excitation has a very different origin than that for nonresonant excitation, and that it arises from a polariton–polariton
scattering process in the strong coupling regime to states at
and high , as discussed further below.
The final step in elucidating the physics underlying the results of Figs. 8–11 was to convert the PL intensities versus of
Fig. 11(a) to polariton populations versus . First, the relative
PL intensities are converted to relative polariton occupancies
by correcting the observed PL intensities by the photon fraction (and hence lifetime) of the states involved [Fig. 9(c)]. Carrying out this correction leads to polariton occupancies in the
signal and idler states within a factor of two of one another,
as shown in Fig. 11(b), consistent with the pair nature of the
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process which gives rise to the two beams. Finally, measurebeam
ment of the absolute power ( ) emitted in the
enables the occupancies ( ) to be placed on an absolute scale
, where
is the measured PL
since
is the polariton lifetime given by the photon
power in watts,
lifetime in the cavity divided by the photon fraction of the
state and
is the width in space of the
beam. Carrying out this procedure shows that the occupancy of the
state at threshold is equal to unity within a total error of a factor
of 3 [6]. This is exactly the condition discussed in the introduction necessary for the occurrence of final state stimulation of
the pair-scattering process. Taken together with the proof from
the spectra and the dispersion above threshold that the signal
beam arises from a system in the strong coupling limit, this result provides strong evidence for the occurrence of final state
stimulation arising from the bosonic character of the polariton
quasi-particles.
space
The scattering process to two specific points in
has some of the characteristics of a polariton condensation, to
a final state with large occupancy, with the state occupancy
reaching values greater than 100 at the highest powers employed.
Furthermore, the strong line narrowing shows that the final
state has macroscopic coherence. The spontaneous appearance
of line narrowing above threshold shows that the polariton
system has undergone a phase transition, consisting of the
macroscopic occupation of a single mode. Since polaritons
are bosons, there is some justification in describing this phase as
a Bose–Einstein condensate (BEC). Support for this description
is provided by clear observation of stimulated scattering of
other polaritons into the macroscopically occupied mode, a
characteristic property of a BEC. However, the system is far
from thermal equilibrium, so although the initial build-up of
population comes from scattering down from the
the
pump population, the phase transition is not driven by cooling
of the system. In this sense, the phenomena differs from the
ideal picture of a BEC, which has a well-defined temperature
and a chemical potential approaching zero.
Stimulated scattering was first reported in two beam ultrafast
pump–probe experiments [6]. In this case, a strong pump beam
is incident on the sample at the point of inflection of the lower
was found
polariton branch. Very weak scattering to
with the pump beam alone present on the sample, probably bepopulation builds up before the
cause only a very small
pump pulse ends and the photocreated polaritons escape from
was found to lead
the sample. Injection of a weak probe at
to
with
to very strong stimulated scattering from
very large gains of order 100 being found. In the CW excitation experiments, by contrast the process is self-stimulated, with
population building up to lead to strong stimsufficient
ulation without the need for injection of a second probe pulse.
Erland et al. have subsequently observed stimulation in ultrafast
measurements in the presence of the pump alone on very high
quality samples with photon lifetimes of 10 ps [34].
Subsequent pump–probe measurements on higher quality
samples have reported probe gains up to 5000 [14], demonstrating the potential of microcavities as very high gain, ultrafast
amplifiers (the duration of the gain is given by a combination
of pulse durations and the polariton lifetimes in the cavity, all
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having picosecond timescales). This work reported amplification up to temperatures of 220 K, the upper temperature limit
being shown to originate from exciton ionization and, hence,
loss of strong coupling (we return to this point in Section V
from the device point of view).
The stimulated scattering behavior has a number of similarities to four-wave mixing and optical parametric amplifier and
oscillator (OPO). The phenomena reported in [7] and [8] correspond to conversion efficiencies from pump absorbed to signal
of 10%, at thresholds many orders of magnitude less than
in conventional OPOs, the low threshold arising as a result of
the triply resonant nature of the process, with laser, signal, and
pump all resonant with points on the dispersion curve. Indeed,
theoretical descriptions of the behavior have been published
based either on a purely classical nonlinear treatment [32] or
a quantum bosonic picture [33], but using nonlinear equations
familiar from treatments of OPOs. However, it should be realized that the distinction between a description of the phenomena
in terms of stimulated scattering of bosonic quasi-particles and
a parametric oscillator description in terms of triply resonant
nonlinear optical behavior, is mainly one of nomenclature only
([33] uses the equations of the parametric amplifier and oscillator but with quantization of the polariton field).
Within the framework of nonlinear optics, the behavior under
resonant excitation can be understood as an unusual type of optical parametric oscillator [32]. It is unusual because it occurs
in the strong coupling regime, and because the nonlinearity is a
effect, with two pump polaritons scattering into the
resonant
signal and idler modes. This contrasts with the normal nonresOPO, were a single pump photon splits into a signal
onant
and an idler of roughly half the energy. However, the behavior
expected and observed in the microcavity has many similarities
OPO: as the pump power is increased
to that of the normal
from zero, there is a threshold beyond which a coherent occupation of signal and idler modes develops. This corresponds to the
power at which the scattering into the signal and idler modes
from the pump is strong enough to overcome the losses from
those modes. The losses include emission as external photons,
and transfer into the high momentum reservoir states, due to
disorder scattering, and at higher intensities in CW experiments,
exciton–polariton scattering [35]. Thus, threshold rises in disordered samples and at high intensities. Above the threshold, the
signal intensity is proportional to the square root of the pump
power, and the population of the pump mode remains constant,
with all the additional pump power transferred into the signal
nonlinearity also provides an explanaand idler modes. The
tion for the blue shift observed in microcavity dispersion meaOPO. It arises
surements, which does not occur for a normal
from the repulsive interaction of polaritons at different points
on the dispersion with the coherent pump population. In a scattering picture, this corresponds to, for example, signal and pump
polaritons scattering off each other but remaining in the same
modes. Provided there is only one significant coherent population in the system (the pump mode), the blue shift provides a
convenient measure of this population. Below the threshold, the
blueshift of the dispersion increases linearly with pump power,
as the pump population grows, but above the shift remains constant, because the pump population is locked at its threshold
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Fig. 12. Comparison of idler spectra at temperatures of (a) 4 K and (b) 25 K,
measured at the peak of the idler at 31 , and at an angle of 26 . The strong
decrease of the idler relative to background PL at higher temperature is clearly
seen.

value. The value above threshold is independent of the strength
of the nonlinearity, and depends only on the exciton fractions
and linewidths of the signal and idler modes.
We stress that the evidence for the involvement of real polariton quasi-particles in the scattering phenomena is strong.
This is demonstrated, for example, by the strong modifications
in the polariton distribution from below to above threshold in
Figs. 10 and 11, and the strong temperature dependence of the
idler signal shown in Fig. 12, where it is seen that the idler is
strongly suppressed with increasing temperature, due to the increasing probability of elastic scattering to the exciton reservoir
at elevated temperature. Such behavior finds a natural explanation on the basis of the creation of real quasi-particles at the
idler .
Further interesting phenomena involving the occurrence
of higher order polariton scattering processes, when the laser
signal and idler modes are macroscopically occupied, are
observed in both ultrafast [36] and CW [37] measurements.
and
are observed
Additional stimulated peaks at
at energies and wave vectors lying off both the unperturbed
or renormalized dispersion curves, as shown in Figs. 13 and
14—observations which find a natural explanation within the
quantum bosonic description of the observed phenomena [36],
[38].
V. COMPARISON OF RESONANT AND NONRESONANT
EXCITATION OF MICROCAVITIES, POLARITON LASERS,
AND OPTICAL PARAMETRIC OSCILLATORS
The discussions in Sections III and IV show that carrier–
carrier (pair) scattering processes (exciton–exciton, exciton–
polariton and polariton–polariton) play a determining role in
the polariton distributions which result from both nonresonant
and resonant excitation of semiconductor microcavities.
3 meV negative detuning,
In the nonresonant case at
suppression of the bottleneck by polariton–polariton scattering
is observed for power densities of 40 W/cm , with further
increase of power to 400 W/cm leading to lasing in the
weak coupling limit. The strong coupling is lost due to exciton
screening at carrier densities estimated to be 4 10 cm
(assuming an exciton lifetime of 0.5 ns), corresponding to
10 cm [24], close to
an exciton density per well of 7
the Mott limit for excitons in quantum wells. Further clear
evidence for the importance of exciton–exciton interactions

Fig. 13. (a) Angle resolved PL spectra for the lower polariton branch for
low intensity illumination into the upper polariton branch. (b) As (a) but
above threshold for resonant excitation close to the point of inflection of
, k
,
the lower polariton branch. Strong stimulated peaks at k
k
(=2k
) and 3k
are observed.

0

0

Dispersions of the stimulated peaks at k
,
k
,
) and 3k
peaks, together with the dispersion below
threshold (full line). The k
, and 3k
arise from scattering processes
involving the macroscopically occupied signal and idler states, to states off the
unperturbed polariton branches.

Fig. 14.

k

(=2k

0

was obtained from the marked increase of polariton linewidth
for angles greater than 16 in Fig. 7. However, polariton
final stimulation plays no role in the observed behavior, with
occupancies become
strong coupling being lost before
sufficiently large (greater than one) to initiate stimulation.
The main difficulty with nonresonant excitation is that most
of the photocreated carriers relax into the exciton reservoir
polariton states.
with inefficient population of the small
Attempts to increase the low polariton population up to state
occupancies close to unity leads to population of the exciton
reservoir at densities greater than the exciton screening limit,
with loss of strong coupling before stimulation occurs [22].
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The case of resonant excitation is very different. In this case,
polaritons are injected into the polariton region without direct
population of the exciton reservoir. Polariton–polariton scattering leads to population of states at lower and higher . Stimulation is observed at incident power densities of 200 W/cm ,
corresponding to a parametric process to pair states at
and high . Most importantly, the lifetime of the injected particles is now given by the polariton lifetime (close to the photon
lifetime of 1 ps), and the threshold is now achieved at a polariton density of only 10 cm , well below the density for
any significant screening. Hence, the strong coupling limit is restate occupancies in excess of unity, as shown
tained at
in Section IV, permitting the occurrence of polariton final state
stimulation; stimulated scattering of the bosonic polariton parstates is achieved while remaining firmly in
ticles to the
the strong coupling regime. The polariton state has macroscopic
coherence, as indicated by its very narrow linewidth, and emits
photons at a rate controlled by the photon lifetime in the cavity,
determined by the finesse of the Fabry–Pérot cavity.
The achievement of stimulated scattering from the exciton
under conditions of nonresonant excitareservoir to
tion followed by photon escape has the potential to lead to a
new form of light source, originally discussed for bulk semiconductors by Keldysh [39] and subsequently for microcavities
by Imamoglu and Ram [29]. The stimulated scattering leads to
the formation of a state with macroscopic coherence at
, which subsequently emits as a source of coherent photons,
termed the “polariton laser.” Such a source is in marked contrast to a conventional laser where the photon emission process
itself is stimulated, leading to macroscopic occupation of particular photon modes of the cavity.
In order to achieve polariton lasing under conditions of
occupancies
nonresonant excitation, it is necessary that
greater than one be achieved before the strong coupling is lost
due to exciton screening from the high density of excitons
inevitably created in the exciton reservoir. However, if the
strong coupling were retained, the stimulation mechanism
would then lead to very efficient scattering from the reservoir
, and thus very efficient population of the
down to
emitting states. Such a mechanism would form the basis
of a new light source where injected carriers populate the
“lasing” state on an ultrafast timescale. The results presented
in Section III show that such a situation cannot be achieved in
GaAs-based III–V microcavities, due largely to the relatively
small exciton binding energies ( 8 meV) and correspondingly
low densities for exciton screening. However, it has recently
been shown theoretically that the introduction of electrons
into the quantum wells at densities of order 10 cm , well
below the screening limit, will lead to much more effective
population of the low- states [30]. This arises both from the
much larger exciton–electron scattering cross section than for
exciton–exciton scattering, and from the small electron mass,
four to five times smaller than for excitons, which makes large
loss significantly more probable.
polariton energy loss
II–VI [40], GaN [41], and organic [42] microcavities all offer
potentially more favorable systems for the achievement of polariton stimulation under nonresonant conditions, due to their
significantly greater exciton binding energies (factors of three
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to ten higher in the sequence II–VI, GaN, organic) and exciton
oscillator strengths. The larger exciton binding energies provide
much greater resistance to screening than the GaAs-based structures. Furthermore, the large binding and large Rabi splittings
will permit study at temperatures in the range 100 K–300 K
without the loss of strong coupling, thus increasing the probability for the required energy and wave vector conserving scattering out of the reservoir to low states [18], [23]. It should
be noted that relatively early experiments on II–VI microcavities did provide possible evidence for polariton lasing at intermediate excitation densities [40], before collapse of the system
to the weak coupling regime at higher powers, thus giving optimism that such a polariton laser can be achieved in systems
with large exciton binding energy. Indeed, model calculations
for GaN microcavities, with very large Rabi splitting of 90 meV
[41], predict the occurrence of stimulated scattering to
without the onset of screening. It should also be noted that
the observation of “polariton lasing” would correspond to the
formation of a nonequilibrium Bose condensate by stimulated
scattering from the high-energy exciton reservoir, a significant
achievement from the fundamental point of view. In this context, recent work in [43] reporting stimulation to states of finite under nonresonant excitation of a II–VI cavity is also
noteworthy.
The resonantly excited microcavities also have considerable
potential as highly efficient, triply resonant optical parametric
oscillators (OPOs) [8], [7] and ultrafast high-gain amplifiers
[6], [14], as discussed in Section III. For these applications,
structures with large polariton branch splittings and high exciton binding energies are also likely to be highly advantageous.
Impressive results have already been obtained with amplifier
gains up to 5000 at low temperature [14], gain up to temperatures of 220 K [14], and CW oscillator conversion efficiencies of 10% [7], all achieved in very compact micrometer
scale devices, in strong contrast to the many orders of magnitude higher power densities and millimeter to centimeter crystal
sizes in conventional OPAs or OPOs. Progress is now likely
toward room temperature operation in wide-bandgap, high-oscillator strength, high binding energy materials, which permit
the necessary exciton and polariton stability up to 300 K and
above. Such efforts are now underway in a number of laboratories worldwide. A further advantage of the high oscillator
strength materials is that the large Rabi splittings will in turn
give rise to large energy splittings between pump, signal and
idler and, hence, the desirable large wavelength shifts in OPO
applications.
VI. SUMMARY
Recently discovered phenomena that arise from the bosonic
character of the polariton quasi-particles in semiconductor
microcavities have been described. Typical bosonic phenomena
such as stimulated scattering by final state occupation and
macroscopic occupation of states are observed. The key
features of microcavities which lead to these observations,
, very small density of states,
including finite energy at
and dispersions which permit new quasi-particle scattering
processes, have been emphasized. The strong contrast between phenomena observed under nonresonant and resonant
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excitation conditions have been emphasized. Prospects for
the creation of polariton lasers, and high gain, triply resonant
ultrafast amplifiers and very low threshold optical parametric
oscillators have been discussed.
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